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Introduction

What is ABL?
(Active Blended Learning)

ABL is the dominant pedagogy at 
UON and is a pedagogical approach 
that combines sense-making activities 
with focused student interactions 
(with content, peers and tutors) in 
appropriate learning settings – in and 
outside the classroom.
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Theoretical Framework:
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) (Cast, 2018)

CAST (2018). Universal Design for Learning Guidelines version 2.2. Retrieved from http://udlguidelines.cast.org

http://udlguidelines.cast.org/


Research Aim:

To explore students’ experiences of ABL 
pedagogical techniques at 

the University of Northampton (UON)



Methods: Recruitment Strategy
Phase 1
Students were invited to complete an online 
survey
Phase 2
Students who completed the online survey 
were invited to join an online focus group
Ethics:
This study was approved by the UON FHES 
Ethics Committee



Sample: 58 participants to date 
Gender: 

Male 9% (n=5)

Female 86% (n=50) 

Other 5% (n=3)

Age range:

18-45+ ( 43% aged 18-25)

Ethnicity: 

36% White 

22% African

14% Pakistani

5% Indian, remaining 23%  combination of Black Caribbean and 
African, Arab, other Asian and mixed multiple.



Phase 1



What examples 
of ABL have you 
experienced?

‘I have taken part in many face to face interactions and have access to 
digital resources allowing me to do assignments from home’

‘We have the opportunity to work on live client briefs, meaning we get 
experience with working in the industry and gain connections before 
graduating.’

‘I can always speak to a tutor if I need any guidance with assignments 
or understanding information within the lecture materials’



What is your least favourite way to learn?

'Being show clinical skills and then not being given a chance in 
the same lesson to try them out for myself.’

‘I am not a fan of online classes because I lose focus and cannot 
concentrate.’

‘Less teacher speaking for hours and more interaction that can 
involve the whole class and not only the few students who 
usually interact.’

‘More practical lessons, visiting places related to health (council, 
charity, projects in town), tests that stimulate our creativity and 
not only a plain essay’



What is your perfect learning experience?
‘Small breakup groups among students to share views and 
interact effectively.’

‘Access to full lesson material prior to sessions to be able to 
prepare more fully. I am dyslexic and this is very important.’

‘Ideally learning would consist of theory broken up with 
practical application’

‘Online resources and materials to enhance a conducive 
learning environment.’



Next Steps…

Phase 2: 

Focus groups with students to 
design and evaluate ABL 
activities.

Designing and trialling a ‘Staff 
Toolkit’



Thank you
Any questions?

Emma Whewell
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